
W E L C O M E  T O

C A S A B L A N C A

ALONG THE
CONFERENCE 

A unique experience
between modernity and

tradition.



CASABLANCACASABLANCA

While Casablanca may not be the
capital of Morocco, it is regarded

as the country’s metropolis due to its
high population density and economic
dynamism, As the hub of commercial
and financial activities, Casablanca

holds a special place within the
kingdom.

Get ready to experince an unorgettable journey



Arrival to Casablanca

Arrive in Casablanca and check
into your designated hotel.
Enjoy a welcome dinner
featuring traditional Moroccan
cuisine at a local restaurant.
Rest and relax after your
journey.

FIRST DAY!



International Conference of
Sustainable Construction

SEPTEMBER 13TH-14TH, 2024
08H30-18H30

HILTON GARDEN INN
Bd Zoulikha Nasri, Casablanca 20000

Organaized by Elaouad 
Architecture & Ingeniere

International Conference of net
zero energy commercial

buildings
NOVEMBER 14TH-15TH, 2024

08H30-18H30

HILTON GARDEN INN
Bd Zoulikha Nasri, Casablanca 20000

Upcoming
International
Conference



FOURTH DAY!

Morning:

Breakfast at the hotel.
Visit the old Medina and Bab Marrakech.

The old Medina is a run-down and disconnected
neighborhood with an authentic residential

atmosphere where you can find typical merchants
selling their goods.

Bab Marrakech was created in the 20th century.
with its unique architecture and special ambiance,

the neighborhood showcases an assortment of
handicuffs and contemporary items.

Free lunch.
Visit to the Temple Beth EL.

Afternoon:

The Temple Beth-EL is a Jewish synagogue
located in Casablanca, Morocco. it is often

considered the centerpiece of a once-vibrant
Jewish community. its stained glass windows and
other artistic elements are what draw tourists to

this synagogue.

Evening:

The Corniche of casablanca (seaside) is a
great place for stroll by the water. Much of
the coatline is now home to luxury hotels

and restaurants. It is where locals go to relax
and have fun.

Group dinner in a restaurant ( beach
sight).
Visit to the corniche.
Return to the hotel.



LAST DAY!

Morning:

Breakfast at the hotel.
Visit of the Habous district.

it is a district built by the French between 1918
and 1955 to create a new Medina. It features

wider streets and modern facilities.
Additionally,it houses various traditional markets
as well as the Royal Place which is worth seeing

while strolling around.

Afternoon:

Free lunch.
Visit of the Hassan II Mosque.
Free time to explore the city or do

       some shopping.

The Hassan II Mosque is the fourth largest
mosque in the world, covering 9 hectares with

the world’s tallest minaret. Its surprisingly
complex decoration from Moroccan

craftmanship covers every inch of its surface.
Located on the edge of the sea,Its location is

quite spectacular.



Thank You
We Hope To See You 


